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MINUTE OF A BOARD CONFERENCE CALL OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SCOTTISH 
LEGAL COMPLAINTS COMMISSION: 10am on Monday 11 September 2023 on MS 

Teams 
 
PRESENT: 
 
LAY:      LAWYER: 
Niki Maclean (Chair of this meeting)  Lynne Collingham     
June Andrews     Dale Hughes  
Anne Gibson     Richard McMeeken 
Jean Grier     
John Stevenson  
 
Apologies: 
Jane Malcolm, Chair 
 
In attendance: 
Neil Stevenson (CEO)   Louise Burnett (DoBP)    
Vicky Crichton (DoPP)    Caroline Robertson (DoR)  

 (Secretariat – minutes)  
 
Abbreviations used:  
SGvt – Scottish Government    DoBP – Director of Business Performance  
DoPP – Director of Public Policy    DoR– Director of Resolution  
LSS – Law Society of Scotland    FoA – Faculty of Advocates  
RPO – Relevant Professional Organisation  CoS – Court of Session 
LPP – Legal Professional Privilege 
 
Private Member only session, after which the Meeting Chair invited SMT and Secretariat to 
join the meeting at 10.10am 
     
1. Welcome and Apologies 
1.1 The Chair of this meeting explained the absence of the Chair, Jane Malcolm.  This was 

due to a commitment made prior to being appointed to the SLCC, which could not be 
altered despite best efforts, to allow the Chair to join by video conference. In line with the 
standing governance arrangements the Chair had therefore asked the Vice Chair to chair 
the meeting. The Chair welcomed everyone to the Conference Call and noted apologies 
had been received from Chair, Jane Malcolm.  

 
2. Declaration of Interests 
2.1 The Chair noted the standard declarations of interest declared by Lynne Collingham, Dale 

Hughes, and Richard McMeeken in relation to any pecuniary interest with regards to 
budgetary discussions and the Reform Bill process/response by the SLCC. 

 
3. Key Issues 
3.1 The CEO spoke to the paper presented and agreed all items would be taken as read, with 

additional updates provided on specific matters. 
3.2  Board Member Appointments – The CEO confirmed SMT propose this item be removed 

from the Key Issues update paper, as the new Chair was now in position and the next set 
of Member recruitment was not due to take place till mid-2025. This will allow SGvt Public 
Appointments team to prepare for the departure of Members who are due to leave 31 
March 2026. Board agreed with this approach. 

3.4 Approval of the updated Performance Framework document – Members noted AC 
had received, as part of the internal audit cycle, a good report from the IA on ‘how 
performance was data is generated’. The only recommendation was for a documented 
overview of the whole system (rather than elements of it).  The new Performance 
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3.18 Digital and AI Update – The CEO presented the one-page summary of our approach to 
AI from the Board workshop session.  The Board agreed this captured Board’s points 
from this session.  

3.19 The DoPP advised they have been accepted onto the 2023 cohort of the Data Science 
Accelerator, run by SGvt.  This is a 12-week programme that will provide a mentor and 
support for our Comms and Data Officer to develop a project. For this, we will be looking 
at extracting textual data from documents in our case management system to help deliver 
greater insight into complaint trends. The DoPP also advised, we have been accepted to 
participate on the next cohort of the SGvt’s Data Maturity Programme.  Again, this will 
provide support for us to deliver our Op Plan project to carry out a data maturity 
assessment and work towards the development of a data strategy for the organisation. 
Board was pleased to hear this. 

3.20 S17 Work Update – Members noted the current situation on S17 complaints. The DoR 
advised we are currently seeking another Commissioner as the Advocate originally 
appointed by the CoS was now too busy and unable to consider this work. The DoR 
advised we are now going back to the CoS with additional Advocate names, in the hope 
that one or more will be approved to be able to provide a review of the LPP file.  

3.21 The DoR reported the continued case heard in the CoS last month (August), will now be 
reconvened for late November.  It was noted we received the file two days before the CoS 
hearing. The DoR confirmed the investigation has progressed, with the decision being 
issued to parties. 

3.22 Members noted the DoR was still waiting on the file for the 2nd S17 case where the 
solicitor was held in contempt. The DoR advised the file was due later this week, 14th 
September, but to date was still outstanding. Members sought clarification on whether the 
news article had been shared in other news forums as well as on our website.  The DoPP 
confirmed it had also been picked up by the Journal, Scottish Legal News and Legal 
News as well. 

3.23 Property Project Update – The DoBP reported it had been a very busy 3 weeks, with the 
Stamp Office now empty, as of Friday (8th). However, the DoBP advised the Capital 
Building opening has had to be pushed back by a week, due to unexpected delays on 
most of the furniture items.  This is outwith Bureau’s control, as they have been let down 
by their supplier.  The Wayleave has also been signed and we are still awaiting an install 
date. The DoBP explained, all permit works by Edinburgh City Council were on hold whilst 
the Edinburgh Festival was on, and it has been found there is a blockage on the line 
coming into the building. Temporary solutions are being explored for 5G routers to be 
installed to allow some staff to attend the office from 18 September for testing etc. The 
DoBP confirmed that all business services continue to run, with no impact to staff, service 
users or stakeholders. The Chair enquired if staff numbers would need to be restricted 
whilst working on the temporary 5G router and were there any additional costs relating to 
this temporary solution.  The CEO confirmed Commsworld will provide one 5G router 
temporarily for free and it was agreed by SMT the DoBP would purchase an additional 5G 
router, at an approx. cost of £300. This will provide additional backup support, in cases of 
future emergency situations. Board agreed with this approach and congratulated SMT on 
this major project, acknowledging the slight delay in opening in the new office.   

3.24 Members sought assurance that staff were engaged with the process of moving to the 
new office.  The DoBP reported staff seem excited and those that had the opportunity to 
visit the new office during the transition move period, seem pleased and were looking 
forward to the new layout and office location. 

3.25 SLCC Sharing Best Practice – Members noted the SLCC have been sharing best 
practice with other organisations presenting at the recent Ombudsman Association 
Conference, and from that having been invited to speak to the leadership teams of two 
other UK complaints bodies. 

3.26 Refreshing Our Customer Feedback – The DoR thanked Members who took the time to 
complete the short survey on our feedback process.  These responses will be used, along 
with other resources, when the SET team meet next month to consider the current 
process for review.  
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6. AOCB 
6.1 Names of Members being released on Determinations under FOI/SAR and concerns 

being raised by Members on this matter.  Members gave their personal experience as to 
why they were raising this concern about their individual names being released in single 
decisions, explaining they had previously been subject to unsolicited pursuance by an 
unhappy individual and did not wish the same thing to happen at the SLCC. 

6.2 The CEO explained that all staff are named throughout the process, and whilst we do not 
automatically release the names of Members who make the Determination decisions, we 
have previously had advice, that where it is for FOI/SAR purposes, then they would be 
released. But we would always advise Members that we have had such a request, which 
is what happened in this case.  The CEO was clear to stress, that if the SMT/IMT thought 
there was any threats being made in these requests, then legal advice would be obtained 
before any information was released. Members understood they were public office 
bearers and that there would be times where their names would be released if a FOI/SAR 
had been made. 

6.3 The CEO also noted that he would include this in future Board Member Inductions. The 
Chair reminded Members that compliance with FOI/SAR are defined by the Information 
Commissioners. 
 

7. Chief Executives Report 
7.1 Members noted the paper presented. 

 
8. Date of Next Meetings 
8.1 Members noted the next full Board Meeting and Development Session will take place in 

person, in the new office, the Forth Boardroom on Monday 30 October 2023, with lunch 
being provided. 
• Board Development Session will commence at 10am  
• Board meeting will start thereafter at 1pm 
 

9. Review of the Meeting 
7.1 The Chair thanked everyone for their time and input on to the Conference Call. 
7.2 The CEO thanked the meeting Chair for stepping in for this meeting, in the absence of the 

Chair.  
7.3 With no other business the meeting concluded. 
 
Call ended 12.13pm 




